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Abstract

Autonomous multi-vehicle systems are becoming
increasingly relevant in military operations and
have demonstrated potential applicability in civilian
environments as well. A problem emerges, however,
when logging data within these systems. In particular,
potential loss of individual vehicles and inherently lossy
and noisy communications environments can result in
the loss of important mission data. This paper describes
a novel distributed ledger protocol that can be used
to ensure that the data in such a system survives and
documents verification of the behavioral correctness of
this protocol using informal verification methods and
tools provided by the Monterey Phoenix project.
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1. Introduction

Use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in both
military and civilian environments has increased
dramatically, and these systems have proven effective
in roles for which manned systems are impractical
or unacceptable. This trend is likely to continue as
technology associated with autonomy, computational
power, and vehicle endurance improves. In particular,
these technologies support the development of
swarming systems in which large numbers of vehicles
operate cooperatively to accomplish complex tasks.

Maintenance of mission logs for swarm operations
can be important for purposes of mission reconstruction,
capability development, and performance analysis.
The nature of these systems, however, can limit
the completeness and accuracy of system-wide logs.
Among the purported advantages of swarm systems
are the relatively low cost of individual UAVs and
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the ability of the system to survive vehicle losses [1].
That is, the loss of a few vehicles will not lead to
mission failure. Unfortunately, locally maintained data
on failed vehicles will likely be unrecoverable. On the
other hand, maintaining a complete system-wide log
on every vehicle is unrealistic given the unreliable and
bandwidth-limited communications architectures upon
which multi-UAV systems typically rely [2].

We proposed the Unmanned Vehicle System
Logging Protocol (UVSLP) to address this issue
in [3] and documented its implementation and
testing in [4] and [5]. Here, we document the
verification of the protocol’s claimed properties using
the Monterey Phoenix (MP) behavioral modeling
tool [6]. Contributions of this work include:

1. a blockchain-based distributed ledger protocol
(DLP) suitable for mission log maintenance for
an autonomous multi-UAV system utilizing a
highly-constrained communications architecture,

2. verification of the protocol’s mathematical
properties using light-weight formal methods,
and

3. demonstration of the suitability of the MP
language and toolset for verification of complex,
parallel processes.

Section 2 of this paper discusses the problem, its
underlying assumptions, and the technologies upon
which our protocol relies. Section 3 provides a summary
of the proposed protocol, and Section 4 describes the
MP tool. Section 5 describes MP’s use in verifying the
protocol’s properties and discusses the verification test
results. Finally, Section 6 discusses the outcomes and
implications of this work.

2. Background

This section begins by describing the systems for
which the UVSLP is intended and goes on to describe
previous work leveraged in its development.
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2.1. System assumptions

Multi-vehicle autonomous systems in general
and swarm systems in particular are inherently
decentralized. Each unmanned vehicle (UV) can be
thought of as an independent agent that processes and
interprets its own sensor information, maintains its own
“situational awareness,” determines its own courses of
action, and draws its own conclusions based on local
observations. Information is shared with other agents
only as required to facilitate collective objectives.

Swarm system advantages include their scalability
and ability to gracefully address individual vehicle
failures [1]. In fact, vehicle failures must not only be
tolerated, they should be expected. This means that
mission reconstruction and analysis requirements may
necessitate the distribution of important information
derived by individual agents among the swarm members
to the maximum extent possible to prevent its loss.

Swarm system communications architectures can
make information sharing challenging, however. During
a mission, the network may become segmented in a
highly dynamic manner as individual vehicles and
groups of vehicles go in and out of communications
with the rest of the swarm. Further, even within
connected network segments, communication is
frequently unreliable and often characterized as a
set of fair-loss links over which messages are only
probabilistically delivered [2, 7].

2.2. Distributed ledger protocols (DLPs) and
unmanned vehicle (UV) swarms

Distributed ledger protocols (DLPs) synchronize
data among distributed agents through a consensus
process that ensures consistency across the entire
network [8]. In a UV swarm system, a properly
implemented DLP’s decentralized storage can prevent
data from being lost when individual UVs fail.

Blockchains are among the most common DLP
forms and possess cryptographic features that can both
ensure authenticity and facilitate consistency checks
as new entries are added [9]. A DLP relies on
blockchain consensus to ensure that blocks are stored
in an agreed upon order. The UVSLP further leverages
the blockchain consensus mechanism in the reconcile
process described in Section 2.3.

Blockchain-based DLPs have been suggested for a
number of multi-robot system issues including network
and swarm security, inventory management, and task
allocation [10]. These efforts primarily leverage
the blockchain consensus mechanism’s rejection of
malicious or invalid information (this is particularly
important if system or vehicle control relies on the

information being maintained). In contrast, UVSLP
is intended to improve the availability of mission
records and makes a number of design tradeoffs that
facilitate block distribution but sacrifice Byzantine
failure detection. Research efforts that specifically focus
on our choice of blockchain utilization are less common.

One effort that does closely align with the UVSLP’s
objectives is SwarmDAG [11]. Rather than utilizing
a blockchain, the SwarmDAG protocol maintains data
blocks in a directed acyclic graph to account for swarm
network partitioning. Nodes within a partition maintain
a partition-specific ledger fork of confirmed blocks.
When network partitions merge, their respective ledger
forks are merged as well. When an overall consensus
(defined as two thirds of the swarm) is achievable,
confirmed blocks are finalized and added to the formal
SwarmDAG ledger.

Similar to UVSLP, SwarmDAG provides for an
eventually consistent swarm-wide ledger that is derived
from blocks maintained by individual participants [11].
Unlike UVSLP, data blocks are not exchanged beyond
the partition in which they were created until they
are finalized and formally added to the ledger.
While the two-thirds consensus requirement does make
Byzantine failure detection possible, it can result in
data being lost if a participant fails before joining a
partition large enough to finalize its locally maintained
blocks. SwarmDAG also makes assumptions about
block exchange success within partitions and ongoing
awareness of swarm and partition membership that the
UVSLP does not.

2.3. Distributed consensus

Consensus is among the most important
requirements for a blockchain-based distributed
ledger [9]. In most cases, this means that a majority
of agents must agree before a proposed entry can be
added to the blockchain. Unfortunately, consensus
can only be guaranteed if the system satisfies specific
conditions [12]. The UVSLP deals with this by relaxing
the notion of consensus to agreement among a plurality
of agents (i.e., a majority of currently available agents).
This relaxation results in a set of consistent blockchains
as opposed to a single correct blockchain. For purposes
of the UVSLP, two blockchains are consistent if and
only if they can be unified into a single agreed-upon
blockchain through some reconciliation process [4, 5].
This allows the UVSLP to gracefully deal with network
discontinuity by ensuring that local blockchains remain
consistent and eventually unifiable.

The Paxos family of consensus algorithms is among
those most heavily utilized for transactional data
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DLPs [13]. Paxos assigns individual agents to proposer,
acceptor, and learner roles. A proposer’s locally
generated entry is formally committed to the ledger by
a learner if a majority of acceptors approve. Thus,
Paxos maintains a ledger in which all entries have been
approved by a majority of the accepting agents [13].

A direct implementation of Paxos is not possible
for the envisioned swarm since the system described in
Section 2.1 cannot guarantee the eventual availability
of a majority. It does, however, form the basis of the
UVSLP consensus algorithm in that the UVSLP relies
on the three Paxos roles. Individual agents generate
and propose blocks for addition to the blockchain
(proposers). If a local majority of agents (i.e., among
those responding to the proposal) agrees to the addition
(acceptors), the proposing agent formally submits the
block for addition to the locally maintained blockchains
(learners) [3]. Since this approach relies upon a plurality
rather than a majority, it is robust in the communications
environment for which it is envisioned. In an ideal
network, majority-based consensus can be reached, and
a single unified blockchain is possible. In a lossy
or disconnected system, the pluralities ensure that the
locally maintained blockchains are at least consistent.

3. The Unmanned Vehicle System
Logging Protocol (UVSLP)

The UVSLP is a blockchain protocol that is
specified as a set of event handlers to be implented on
each participating UV. Event handlers are triggered
asynchronously by internal or external events. Data
to be recorded in the distributed log is incorporated
into blocks containing one or more log entries that
are committed to blockchains maintained on each UV.
Event handlers are organized into block generation and
commit and blockchain reconcile components.

The UVSLP blockchain differs from most
implementations in two ways. First, it does not attempt
to construct a single, majority-approved blockchain.
Rather, individual agents maintain possibly disparate
blockchains and reconcile them as communications
permit. Second, the blockchain is not additive only.
During reconciliation, blocks can be removed from
the reconciling vehicle’s blockchain and re-added after
extending a locally agreed-upon blockchain.

The UVSLP is specified with flow diagrams and
language-independent pseudocode in [4] and [5] and
was fully implemented on the Naval Postgraduate
School (NPS) Advanced Robotic Systems Engineering
Laboratory (ARSENL) swarm system [14]. It was
incorporated into the system as a single Robot Operating
System [15] node (i.e., process) written in Python.

The implementation was tested in the
ARSENL software-in-the-loop (SITL) simulation
environment [16] and in live-flight experiments as
documented in [5]. SITL testing was conducted with
various known packet-loss rates, and live-flight testing
validated SITL environment results. Implementation
experiments yielded consistent local blockchains
(i.e., unifiable by post-flight application of the
reconcile process), identified no protocol requirement
violations, and provided empirical evidence of protocol
correctness. They were not able to test network
segmentation performance, however the MP validation
documented here does account for segmentation.

The remainder of this section presents the ptotocol’s
formal properties and describes its components.

3.1. Protocol properties

Given the nature of the systems for which it was
developed, the UVSLP must satisfy a number of
general requirements. First, it must be compatible
with the envisioned communications environment,
meaning that it needs to work when communications
are unreliable. Also, since each agent operates
independently, the protocol must be fully implemented
on every vehicle. The following properties formally
describe the protocol’s requirements [3]:

1. Block creation: No block will exist
within the system that was not proposed by a
participating agent.

2. No block duplication: No more than one
copy of a particular block will be maintained
by any agent at any time. A block can be
present in the local blockchain or in a temporary
local data structure associated with the protocol
implementation.

3. No block loss: All blocks proposed by
participating agents will be maintained by at least
one agent (vehicle loss notwithstanding).

4. Idle stop: If an agent’s protocol event
handlers are in an idle state, then all blocks
maintained by that agent must be present in the
local blockchain.

5. Block propagation: In a fully connected
system, all blocks will eventually be committed
to all locally maintained blockchains.

6. Uniform chain: In a fully connected system
where all agents have opportunities to reconcile
blockchains, one uniform blockchain will emerge.
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The first four properties relate to block generation
and maintenance. They assert that blocks will not be
erroneously created or duplicated, that they will not be
lost once they have been added to the system, and that
an individual vehicle’s event handlers will not enter an
idle state until all blocks maintained by that vehicle have
been committed to the local blockchain. The final two
properties relate to the distribution of blocks among the
participating agents. In a fully connected system with
no disjoint segments, every agent’s local blockchain will
eventually contain a copy of every block that has been
added to the system. In addition, a uniform system-wide
blockchain can eventually be obtained through repeated
iterations of a reconciliation process.

Importantly, these properties do not require that a
system-wide blockchain be available at any particular
moment. They only require that a system-wide
blockchain among surviving agents can be obtained in
ideal circumstances. This follows from the relaxed
notion of consensus presented in Section 2.3 and implies
that, so long as locally maintained blockchains do not
contradict one another, differences can eventually be
resolved to obtain a single unified blockchain.

It is also worth noting that none of these properties
impose specific security requirements. In fact, the
UVSLP test implementation documented in [5] uses
simple SHA3-256 hashes to ensure integrity of both
the blockchain and the individual blocks. A specific
implementation may require an agent-specific digital
signature (e.g., RSA) in place of the block hash
to prevent the addition of inauthentic blocks, and it
may replace the blockchain hash with a shared-key
message authentication code (MAC) such as hash-based
MAC (HMAC) to ensure authenticity of the blockchain
itself. The cryptographic specifics are not included
in the protocol’s specification, however. This means
that cryptographic functionality must be built into a
particular implementation as required or provided by the
target platform’s cryptographic implementation.

Further, since the protocol focuses on the availability
of the data rather than its provenance, it does not
address Byzantine failures (the ability to detect these
failures is at best questionable given the connectivity
and synchronicity assumptions of this work [12]).
Nevertheless, while a malfunctioning or malicious
participant might add invalid content to the log,
satisfaction of the stated properties by all correct agents
will prevent the loss or corruption of valid blocks.

3.2. Block generation and commit

Individual vehicles generate loggable events and
add them to the distributed ledger through the block

generation and commit process depicted in Figure 1.
When an agent accumulates enough log entries to form
a full block, the block is finalized and proposed to
the other participants for addition to the blockchain.
If a majority of the responding agents approve of the
addition, the block is committed. If, on the other hand,
a majority of the respondents reject the addition, the
new block is locally pushed to a reconcile stack, and the
blockchain reconcile process is initiated.

Figure 1. High-level depiction of the UVSLP block

generation and commit process.

Commits are performed locally and remotely.
Simply adding the block to the local blockchain
completes the local commit, while remote commits are
initiated by broadcasting a commit request. Receiving
agents with local blockchains that match the requestor’s
precommit blockchain will commit the new block
locally. Other agents will simply ignore the request.

3.3. Blockchain reconcile

Rejection of a proposed commit by a local majority
indicates that the proposing agent’s local blockchain has
diverged from that of its neighbors. The blockchain
reconcile process, see Figure 2, allows the agent to
bring its blockchain into agreement with a plurality of
its neighbors prior to reattempting the proposed commit.

The blockchain reconcile process is completed
in three steps: identify common blockchain, extend
common blockchain, and commit reconcile stack. The
identify common blockchain step is applied recursively
to identify the point of local blockchain divergence
from the neighboring agents’ blockchains. With each
iteration, the neighbors are queried as to the presence of
the local blockchain’s high-order block (identified by its
blockchain hash) anywhere in their local blockchains.
If a majority of respondents possess the block, the
point of divergence has been identified. Otherwise, the
high-order block is removed from the local blockchain
and pushed to a reconcile stack, and the process is
repeated.
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Figure 2. High-level depiction of the UVSLP

blockchain reconcile process.

The extend common blockchain step is used to
add missing blocks to the local blockchain. At each
iteration, the reconciling agent requests the next block
from the other participants (i.e., the block that they have
adjacent to the current common chain high-order block).
If responses are received, the reconciling agent adds the
most common response block to its local blockchain and
repeats the process. If not, the blockchain reconcile
process proceeds to the commit reconcile stack step.

In the commit reconcile stack step, blocks are
iteratively popped from the reconcile stack and
committed to the blockchain locally and remotely as in
the blockchain generation and commit process.

4. Monterey Phoenix (MP)

MP is a NPS-developed formal language and toolset
for developing executable behavior models for systems,
software, hardware, people, and organizations that
capture their dependencies on one another and on the
environment [6]. Its development was motivated by a
desire to enable the detection, classification, prediction,
and control of emergent behaviors arising from the
interaction between individual processes or agents in

complex systems [17].
MP system models deal with the behaviors

of individual components separately from their
interactions [18]. A behavior is formally defined as a
collection of related events, set operations, and predicate
logic that captures input requirements, decision points,
and potential outcomes of those decisions. Activities
that occur within the environment, on the other hand, are
specified as sets of interactions between components.
A specific interaction is represented as a sequence
of events that occur as the a result of the interacting
components’ behaviors. MP uses Monte Carlo
simulation to explore the combinatoric possibilities of
the behaviors associated with interactions and provides
results in the form of event traces [17]. This separation
of component behaviors and their interactions leads
to system models in which independent components
interact without the imposition of assumptions about
those interactions that might otherwise overconstrain
the system [19].

MP’s reliance on abstractions is premised on
the small scope hypothesis [20] which surmises that
a high proportion of errors can by identified by
exhaustive evaluation of a process over a small scope
of possible inputs. Stated differently, most errors can be
exposed by testing with a small subset of the possible
inputs. Properly defined models, therefore, amount to
executable abstractions with which exhaustive traces
provide what are referred to as lightweight proofs [21].

MP’s lightweight proofs do not equate to formal
mathematical proofs. Rather, they only verify that no
errors exist for the small-scope testing. Thus, MP
results are considered verification that an algorithm
works correctly, not that it is completely error free [6].
Also, since MP uses an algorithm’s abstraction, it cannot
provide assurance about an algorithm’s implementation.

MP has proven useful in analyzing a diverse range
of scenarios involving complex interactions between
agents. Among other applications, it has been used
to identify emergent behaviors associated with business
processes [22], layperson execution of first responder
actions [23], and UAV search and rescue mission
failure scenarios [24]. Its use in the validation of the
UVSLP is a natural extension of its demonstrated utility
in identifying unexpected behaviors in other types of
complex systems. More complete descriptions of the
MP vocabulary, syntax, semantics, and use are available
in [6], [17], and [21].

5. Design validation

Verification of the UVSLP amounts to confirmation
that it satisfies the properties specified in Section 3.1.
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While MP’s small-scope testing falls short of a formal
proof, its use in the verification of other complex
systems supports the assertion that it can provide
assurances that the protocol behaves as desired in most
situations and does not violate the requirements in any
identifiable scenarios.

The requirement that the system include only
legitimately proposed blocks (i.e., the block
creation property) is only partially verifiable
with MP since it is dependent on the security of the
underlying system (i.e., on the authenticity of the
data being logged). MP could be used to verify that
blocks do not spontaneously appear in the system;
however, this can be verified trivially by noting that
blocks are only created by the block generation and
commit event handlers as a result of log entries being
submitted. Correct implementation of the protocol’s
event handlers, therefore, will preclude the generation
of invalid blocks by the protocol itself [4].

Verification of the remaining properties is
accomplished through testing with two MP models:
a consensus model and a state model. This section
discusses the use of the consensus model to verify
the no block duplication, no block loss,
block propagation, and uniform chain
properties and the use of the state model to verify the
idle stop property.

5.1. The UVSLP consensus model

The MP consensus model was derived from
the UVSLP blockchain reconcile process and was
developed to capture the semantics of the protocol’s
plurality-based approach to consensus.

5.1.1. Consensus model abstraction The UVSLP
process abstraction upon which the MP consensus
model was based is depicted in Figure 3. Each
oval represents one or more event handlers, and each
arrow represents generated events that trigger the next
set of handlers. Event handlers are implemented
across multiple UVs and include actions taken by the
reconciling vehicle and results of actions taken by other
vehicles. They are represented in the model from
the perspective of the reconciling vehicle. Depicted
event-based data flows represent local events (i.e., events
triggered on the reconciling vehicle).

The implementation of Figure 3 as an MP model
consists of five components (left side of the figure) and
two data structures with which they interact (center and
right side of the figure). The phase 1 vote component
captures the identify common blockchain step of the

Figure 3. The UVSLP consensus process as an

abstracted MP model.

blockchain reconcile process described in Section 3.3.
Rather than implementing the voting process in the
model, the MP exhaustive trace is used to account for
all possible voting outcomes. In this case, the vote will
indicate that the local blockchain’s current high-order
block is contained in a plurality of neighboring local
blockchains (invoke the phase 2 vote component) or
that it is not (move the block to the reconcile stack and
reinvoke the phase 1 vote component).

The phase 2 vote component implements the first
portion of the extend common blockchain step in which
a block that can be added to the local blockchain
is identified. The outcome of this vote will provide
the block hash digest of a block to be added to
the local blockchain (invoke the reconcile stack check
component) or indicate that the local blockchain cannot
be extended (invoke the reconcile finalize component).

If the local blockchain can be extended, the new
block may already be available locally in the reconcile
stack (i.e., if it had been previously added to and
subsequently removed from the local blockchain). This
check is accomplished by the reconcile stack check
component. If the block is present in the reconcile stack,
it is moved to the local blockchain, and the phase 2 vote
component is invoked. If the block is not present, the
phase 3 request component is invoked.

The phase 3 request component is used to obtain a
missing block from a neighboring agent. One possible
outcome of the request is that the block is obtained. In
this case it is added to the local blockchain and the phase
2 vote component is invoked. It is also possible that
no response is received (i.e., the agent from which it
would be obtained no longer has communications with
the requesting agent). In this case, the local blockchain
cannot be extended further, and the reconcile finalize
component is invoked.
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The reconcile finalize component conducts the
commit reconcile stack step of the blockchain reconcile
process. It iteratively pops blocks from the reconcile
stack and adds them to the local blockchain.

The MP model also includes three “universal
behaviors” that describe how the model is to execute:

1. all pathways through the algorithm will terminate
upon and only upon termination of the reconcile
finalize component,

2. execution will not terminate unless the reconcile
stack is empty, and

3. execution will always begin with invocation of the
phase 1 vote component.

5.1.2. Consensus model property verification
Exhaustive tracing of the consensus model by MP
was used to verify UVSLP compliance with the no
block duplication, no block loss, block
propagation, and uniform chain properties. In
keeping with the small scope hypothesis, the required
number of iterations of each loop was limited to
facilitate the analysis. An example corresponding to
a trace in which the UV successfully reconciles is
depicted in Figure 4. Yellow blocks in the diagram
represent Figure 3 events while blue blocks indicate
nondeterministic event outcomes. Diagrams for all
traces are available in the appendix to [4].

To validate adherence to the no block
duplication property, it must be established
that no block was ever stored in the local blockchain
more than once. Analysis of the data structures in
which a block can be stored confirmed that this was the
case. In the Figure 4 example, the initial phase 1 vote
component outcome indicates that the top of the local
blockchain had diverged, so a single block was removed
from the local blockchain and pushed to the reconcile
stack. The second phase 1 vote iteration indicated that
the common blockchain had been reached. At this
point, the manipulated block was being maintained in
exactly one data structure (i.e., the reconcile stack).

The initial phase 2 vote indicated that a block
could be added to the blockchain, and the outcome
of the phase 3 request component indicated that it
was obtained from another UV after verification that
it was not already present in the reconcile stack. At
this point the block was added directly to the local
blockchain. Again, the block was present in exactly one
data structure (i.e., the blockchain).

Subsequent invocation of the phase 2 vote
component indicated that the local blockchain could not

Figure 4. Example MP consensus model trace

(events in yellow) of a successful reconcile.

be extended further, so the reconcile finalize component
moved the previously removed block from the reconcile
stack back to the blockchain.

Analyses of other consensus model execution traces
yielded similar results and indicated that every event
affecting a block did so in one of three ways: the
block was moved from the blockchain to the reconcile
stack, received from another vehicle and added to the
blockchain, or moved from the reconcile stack to the
blockchain. No result indicated that a block was ever
present in more than one data structure at a time. Thus,
the no block duplication property was satisfied
in all traces and was evidently verified.

Similar analysis was conducted to verify the no
block loss property. This property is verified
by demonstrating that any block removed from the
blockchain is eventually placed back into the blockchain
and that any block received from another UV is
eventually added to the blockchain. In the trace
of Figure 4, a block was removed from the local
blockchain following the first invocation of the phase
1 vote component. It was subsequently added back
to the blockchain by the eventual invocation of the
reconcile finalize component. A block was received
from another UV following invocation of the phase 3
request component and immediately added to the local
blockchain. Analysis of other execution traces provided
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similar results indicating that the protocol consistently
satisfied the no block loss property.

Use of the MP consensus model to verify the block
propagation and uniform blockchain
properties is predicated on an important assumption.
That is, if it can be demonstrated that two
network-adjacent UVs can be brought into unison,
then the resulting blockchain can be inductively brought
into unison with the rest of the agents in a connected
network. With this in mind, verification of these
properties reduces to verification for two UVs.

In that context, verification requires confirmation
that a UV will eventually obtain all missing blocks
from a neighboring UV’s blockchain and that they will
be added in the same location as in the neighbor’s
blockchain. This verification can be simplified by
noting that it relies primarily on the traces corresponding
to successful communication (i.e., the communications
model implies that this trace will be realized eventually).

In the trace of Figure 4, the reconciling UV obtains
a single block from a neighboring UV. The outcome
of the second phase 1 vote invocation indicates that the
high-order block of its local blockchain is contained in
the neighboring UV’s blockchain. Since the response to
the phase 3 request component is the block adjacent to
the local high-order block in the neighbor’s blockchain,
clearly it will be added to the reconciling UV’s
blockchain in the same location as the neighbor.

Additional analysis verified that this scenario was
the only one in which a block received from another
UV through the blockchain reconcile process was added
to the local blockchain. Further, it should be noted
that while the local blockchains of the two UVs from
Figure 4 may not agree at the end of the trace (i.e.,
the second UV’s blockchain might not contain blocks
added by the reconcile finalize component), the disparity
can be resolved by a subsequent blockchain reconcile
process with the roles reversed. Thus, satisfaction
of both the block propagation property and the
uniform blockchain property is demonstrated by
the MP consensus model.

5.2. The UVSLP state model

A state model was utilized to verify the idle stop
property. This model was developed to capture the
system states that start with the proposal of a new block
in the block generation and commit process through the
end of the blockchain reconcile process.

5.2.1. State model abstraction The UVSLP state
model abstraction is depicted in Figure 5. As with

Figure 3, each oval represents one or more UVSLP event
handlers and arrows indicate possibly nondeterministic
outcomes of those event handlers. Unlike the consensus
model, the MP state model includes events associated
with the agent being modeled and external events
associated with other UVs.

Figure 5. The MP UVSLP abstracted state model.

The MP implementation of Figure 5 consists of three
external events (depicted in blue) that account for the
ways in which new blocks can be received by a UVSLP
agent and five internal components (depicted in yellow)
that describe how received blocks are processed.

The ready to create block component represents
the local generation of a block. When it is invoked,
it subsequently invokes the block ready component to
process the new block and propose it for addition.

The block ready component receives newly
generated blocks and determines whether or not they
can be processed. If the agent is not reconciling its local
blockchain, the approval vote component is invoked.
If, on the other hand, the agent is in the midst of
a blockchain reconcile, the addition is not possible,
and the trace ends without processing the new block.
In this case, the protocol calls for the addition to be
reattempted upon completion of the reconcile process.
The abstract state model does not include this step,
however, because it is logically identical to the ready to
create block invocation.

The approve vote component represents the block
generation and commit proposal and approval process.
If the proposed addition is approved, the verify chain
component is invoked. If the addition is rejected, the
reconcile component is invoked.

The verify chain component accounts for a race
condition arising from near-simultaneous proposal of
block additions by multiple agents. If a proposing
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vehicle processes a commit request from another agent
before its own voting process is complete, its local
blockchain will not match what had been approved. In
this case, the verify chain will note the mismatch and
reinvoke the approval vote component. If the local
blockchain still matches what was proposed, the add
block to local chain component is invoked.

The add block to local chain component finalizes
the addition of a new block to the local blockchain and
terminates the thread upon completion.

The external receive commit message component
accounts for the receipt of a commit request from
another agent (i.e., following completion of the sending
agent’s block generation and commit process). Upon
initiation, the component determines if the commit can
be completed based on the high-order block of the
local blockchain. If the local blockchain matches the
commit request, the add block to local chain component
is invoked. If not, the received block is ignored (the
request is not locally valid), and the thread ends.

The final external component, receive phase 3
response, accounts for receipt of new blocks from other
agents as part of the blockchain reconcile process. If the
local vehicle is in the midst of a reconcile and the block
is received in response to its request, the add block to
local chain component is invoked. If not, the reconcile
component is invoked or the thread ends depending on
whether or not the local blockchain can be improved
through reconciliation with neighboring blockchains.
Though not required, this feature improves protocol
performance and was included in the abstraction.

MP state model execution begins with invocation of
any of the three external components. A single trace can
include asynchronous invocation of multiple external
components effectively resulting in multiple execution
threads. Each thread executes independently and ends
upon completion of the behaviors associated with the
add block to local chain or reconcile component or
upon specific outcomes associated with the block ready,
receive commit message, and receive phase 3 response
components.

5.2.2. State model property verification
Exhaustive tracing of the MP state model was
used to verify UVSLP satisfaction of the idle stop
property. As with the consensus model, the execution
scope of the state model traces was limited to facilitate
MP execution and results analysis. Figure 6 depicts a
trace in which the external ready to create block, receive
commit message, and receive phase 3 response events
were each invoked. The first two execution threads end
with the individual invocations of the add block to local

chain component, and the third ends upon completion
of the reconcile component.

Figure 6. Example MP state model trace (events in

yellow) with three external component invocations.

To demonstrate satisfaction of the idle stop
property, it must be established that any blocks received
by the UV are added to the local blockchain or discarded
before the program terminates. In the Figure 6 example,
three blocks were received over the course of the
trace. The second was immediately added to the local
blockchain, and the first was eventually added after
invoking the approval vote component a second time.
The third was presumably received as a byproduct of
another agent’s blockchain reconcile process and led to
the invocation of the reconcile component. Completion
of the reconcile process would include the addition of
the newly received block to the local blockchain (per the
no block loss property). Had the receive phase 3
response component determined that a reconcile was not
required, the block would have been discarded.

Analysis of the other state model trace diagrams
as described in [4] did not identify any idle stop
violations. When addition of a new block to the
local blockchain was appropriate, it was added. When
addition of the new block to the local blockchain was not
possible, that is when the local blockchain did not match
the blockchain to which it was to be added or when
it had not been requested, it was either discarded or
accounted for by invocation of the reconcile component.
Thus, UVSLP satisfaction of the idle stop property
is demonstrated by the MP state model.

6. Conclusion

This paper provided an overview of the UVSLP,
a distributed blockchain protocol for maintenance
of system-wide logs by swarm systems operating
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in unreliable or constrained communications
environments. We examined the use of two executable
MP UVSLP models to verify the satisfaction of
mathematical properties presented as protocol
requirements.

The MP models provided assurances that the
UVSLP functioned correctly and that there were no
apparent violations of the required properties. Although
exhaustive MP traces do not amount to a formal proof,
its use in verifying the UVSLP functionality provides a
basis for confidence that the protocol is correct. Further,
it provides an MP use case example that is generalizable
to a large set of additional complex, parallel processes.
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